
MINUTES OF THE HIGHWAYS MEETING HELD ON 1 MARCH 2017 

 

Present:      Cllrs  M.A Morley (Chairman), C.Hurst, D.Lander 

Apologies:   M Newth-West, G.Westmacott 

Visitor:        Mr M.Bayley 

Clerk:        N.F. Johnson 

 

1. Minutes 

The minutes of the Committee meeting on 14 December 2016 were unanimously approved and 

signed.  

2 Footway Lighting 

The Committee's recommendation is to replace 40 street lights, plus a contingency of 3 units for 

replacing individual units which have failed. This was agreed at January's Full Council meeting and 

£12,000 has been provided in the 2017/18 Budget. 

For Budgeting purposes 40 units will cost £11,308. The LAF has agreed to consider our request that 

the successful bid for the repair of the Church Road, £4,590 be diverted to replacement street lighting, 

as this is considered a greater priority. PPC will need to wait for the LAF's response before 

proceeding with the replacement street light scheme.  We will order the street lights in April, or as 

soon as soon as we receive confirmation that the LAF Funding can be used for the street light scheme, 

and the 2017/18 Precept is received.  

CU Phosco indicate a lead time for delivery of the lights of 8-10 weeks, so we expect to install the 

new lights in June. Proposal is to replace 40 units in Mynchen Road, Howe Drive and Hutchings Road 

plus a contingency of  2 or 3 units. 

3. MVAS 

A new easy to use MVAS is desirable and will cost £2,250.Of this sum, £1,100 is included in the 

Budget towards the cost of a new MVAS, the other 50 per cent of the cost will be the subject of a 

LAF bid. New replacement batteries last one week and Cllr C.Hurst has been changing the batteries 

each week.  However the LED panel recently became faint and then failed. Cllr C.Hurst and the Clerk 

have been in touch with the manufacturer, Messagemaker . Former Cllr B.Locke has been contacted 

to advise how to download the data but this is impossible if the unit is dead. The last data from the 

unit was supplied to TVP in 2013 but no action was taken as a result which is disappointing.  We are 

advised by B.Locke, it is difficult to download the data into Excel. There was then some discussion of 

whether extracting the data was necessary for the unit to have a speeding deterrent effect, and this was 

agreed not to be necessary. A present the unit flashes even if the speed is below 30mph, which 

suggests the speed sensor maybe faulty. A new unit would be easier to use, and a replacement unit 

will be required, if the current MVAS has failed. Cllr C.Hurst noted a solar panel can be fitted to the 

current MVAS at a cost of £100-£150 and there is a positive response from residents to its 

installation. Clerk to enquire about the cost of servicing the old MVAS and training.          

3. Community Speed Watch. 

This is a viable alternative to a new MVAS. Cllr M.Morley reported he was unable to attend the CSW 

in Gt Missenden on 13 February. After reviewing the unit, he noted the CSW box with portable 

electronics can be used to measure speed, also it can be used around the Parish and is supported by 

TVP. Culprits are sent a letter by TVP. Local residents would be required to operate the unit.   Clerk 

to obtain cost and information on CSW and to organise a presentation on the unit at next Highways 

Committee meeting.  

4. Highways Liaison Update 

A number of items were then discussed in detail:- 

 

Cllr D.Schofiled has yet to meet with the LATs and Cllrs expressed concern that unless he put 

forward the priority roads PPC has suggested these will not be repaired in the coming year, 2017/18. 

Clerk to email Cllr D.Schofield.    

The B474 from Alfriston to the Red Lion -  this is a priority 1 (P1) items for repair and has been 

notified to Cllr D.Schofield. The B474 is a strategic route and  there has been one fatality at the corner 

near Woodchester. The centre joint of the road has opened up this is a danger especially to cyclists 



who go to the Station.  There followed some discussion of whether it was necessary to report roads 

which had little chance of being repaired. Cllr M.Morley noted it was useful maintain momentum for 

repair, also to ensure that priorities are set fairly and transparently.    

Penn Street - road and footway resurfacing near The Squirrel. This is on the four year program. 

Penn Street – junction with the A404.  An order for patching and planning has been requested. The 

corner is particularly bad, the bell mouth is breaking up. 

Woodlands Drive and Mynchen Drive, Knotty Green - badly need attention and both are on the jet-

patching program and 4 year program.  These have been highlighted to Cllr D.Schofield as (P2). 

Chancellors, Penn Street - the road surface is breaking up into gravel, so the whole surface needs 

replacing. This has been flagged with David Schofield.P2 but is unlikely to receive attention in 

2017/18. 

Holtspur Lane - the passing places only are on the list but are not considered a priority. A bid was 

made by PCC for LAF funding to tackle the worst patches. LAF reported there was no need to 

proceed with the bid, as TfB had agreed to do the work. But the LAT's are unaware of any agreement 

to repair the road. Clerk to send LAF email to LATs. A sign indicating this is a single track road 

would be helpful, noted Cllr C.Hurst.  Clerk to enquire about costs of signs at either end which could 

be bolted onto the existing weight restriction signs. Clerk. 

Horsemoor Lane - BCC has received a letter of complaint from concerned resident Mr B.Berry, 

copied to the Parish Council. LAT's report the defects do not meet the criteria for repair. A category 1 

pothole must be 40mm deep and more than 300mm across - the defect must have sharp edges, rather 

than be bowl shaped. On Horsemoor Lane there are lots of large, un-missable holes because the 

replacement road surface, approx 40mm deep, has failed.  LAT's report this is on the list for the jet-

patcher for 2017.  Cllr M.Morely queried the timing of the repairs. The jet-patcher will come to TfB 

under contract from April 2017 - there is one machine for the whole of the County.  Jet-patching is 

weather dependent, fine dry weather is required for it to operate. 

Noaks Lane and Crown Lane - both require jet-patching.  The Annual Fun Run on 18 June 2017. This 

means 800 plus elite and local runners will use this route which is very dangerous in its current state.  

Forty Green Road - 4 pot holes have been repaired and one more is on the list for repair today. 

Eghams Wood Road - a resident, has reported the road surface is deteriorating. BCC (TfB) have 

looked. The concrete surface is moving but this is not considered a priority for repair.  

New Road - a number of pot holes have been reported but only one meet the criteria for repair.     

Gravelly Way - a pot hole reported a few weeks ago, at the junction with New Road was repaired 

quickly. The response was exemplary, but the temporary repair failed within a week. LATs to 

investigate. 

Mynchen Estate, Knotty Green - this is on the jet-patching program for 2017/18. It was on the 2016/17 

program but got missed. The road is suitable for jet-patching as it is wide and there are few parked 

cars. LATs 

Seeley Drive - reports of numerous pot holes. LAT's to consider whether it can be jet-patched or if the 

potholes should be filled. LATs will inspect. 

 

Cllrs then discussed the merits of jet-patching defective roads over TfB filling pot-holes, at some 

length.  

 

 Gullies 

 

Saucy Corner - the gully, on the bend, which has been leaking onto the B474 has been cleared. A 

Gully further back, on the previous corner has been cleared. 

Disraeli Park - partially complete.  The gully emptying machine is due back on site to finish the road. 

LATs The island opposite Forty Green Road is dirty and does not light up, Cllr M.Morley has 

reported this to the Street Lighting team.  



B474 -  higher up, above Forty Green, gullies have yet to be cleared by the  Super Sucker.  Reactive 

gully orders can be raised by the LAT's where there are specific flooding issues.  

Potters Cross Pond -  There is an annual order in place for the super-sucker to clean the two 

chambers.   M.Raven to advise when it will be cleared LATs. We need to cut back growth over the 

grille to ensure it is clear before the Super-sucker attends. Clerk  

Potters Cross kerb weir - needs to be raised - this is not a priority. 

Hazlemere Road - Cllr Morley reported 2 silted gullies, the first outside number 12, the second 

outside 62 these have been cleared. 

Church Road - has been cleared but 2 gullies still have standing water after heavy rain. the chamber 

behind maybe blocked. LATs 

Oldfields - cleared, the standing water problem has been alleviated.  

5. Devolution 

 

Of our budget of £4,478 we have spent £2,495, so £1,983 to spend. Two quotes have been requested 

for spraying the highways, as reliable Contractor Tom Barron has now completed his PA1 and PA6 

training courses, so is certified to carry out the work. Last year we used Amersham Town Council.  

Gully cleaning is not on the list of devolved tasks.  The footpath neat the Methodist Church on Elm 

Road, and near the speed camera has been sided out it was noted.   

 

6. Hedge cutting on Elm Road at Garden plot/Woodbridge Alley 

 

The width of the hedge needs reducing to allow cars to pass freely on Elm Road. Because it is so close 

to the road it is forcing traffic into the road which is damaging the island at the junction of School 

Road/Elm Road. Clerk to write to Mr F.Quinn. 

7. Parking issues 

Coppice Farm Road - Anti-social parking on the junction of Hazlemere Road and Coppice Farm 

Road is an issue. Cllr M.Morley reported he had been in touch with the Penn and Tylers Green 

Residents' Society who are concerned. Two cars are parked there by Penn Motors during the day, 

however the cottage on the end has 5 vehicles, including a large van, which are all parked on Coppice 

Farm Road overnight. The main issues is blocking of the corner and visibility for cars entering and 

leaving Coppice Farm Road .  One approach which P&TGRS is considering is installing white access 

protection  markings. Cllrs noted these proved effective at Pond Close, W/Hill. If we install double 

yellow lines, this could push the problem down the road or onto Hazlemere Road and will cost 

£2,000-3,000 including a TRO. A number of solutions were then discussed. One good suggestion was 

to get residents to enquire if they can park on the Methodist Church Car Park at night another was to 

use the former garage plot but this requires access across the Village Greens which is undesirable. Cllr 

M.Morley agreed to discuss the issue and potential solutions with the Officers of the P&TGRS and 

Cllr D.Lander concurred that PPC should be involved in finding a solution. Clerk 

Elm Road also suffers from anti-social parking. Access protection markings seem to be an effective 

solution in this location. P&TG Football club members  are parking on the Common on Saturday and 

Sunday morning it was noted. Clerk to enquire if 'No Parking' signs can be installed, including 

discussing with CWPC, who mow the Common. Clerk Cllr M.Morley noted residents who are 

concerned can apply to BCC, Transport for Bucks, to install access protection markings to protect 

their drives at a cost of £90. 

Penn Street, parking 

The Manager, Sam Buckle has been in contact with the tenants as parking at the rear is often vacant 

because it is allocated to workers who are not there that day. Little improvement is apparent. Cllr 

D.Lander has been active in seeking a solution to the problem. It was agreed to wait for a response 

from S.Buckle to Cllr D.Lander's email.  

8. Road Signs 

A 40mph sign on Common Wood Lane has been cut down, or hit and has been reported. A number of 

road signs on New Road and Penn Bottom are at odd angles and have been reported.  Any road names 

which are uneven should be reported to BCC.  

Common Wood Lane's road name sign, hit recently by a car, has been reported. Clerk. 



9. AOB 

Forty Green Road - concerned resident Mrs F.Morris has reported anti-social parking from the Bury 

Lodge care home. Cars are obscuring the view entering and leaving the Forty Green Road. A photo 

shows just 2 cars parked. It was discussed that employees might be prevented from parking at the Site, 

so PPC should alert the care home to the need for workers to be provided with off-street parking. 

Clerk. 

Next meeting date –  14 June  2017, 11.00am at the Parish Office, Penn Church Hall. 

 


